
21. It was agreed that the prospects for a settlement would be greatly 
enhanced by the strict enforcement of sanctions by the international 
commimity as a whole. Heads of Government undertook to bring this 
consideration to the attention of governments outside the Commonwealth 
in renewed representations where a breach of sanctions was known te 
have occurred. They also agreed to take action at the international level 
for the reinforcement and extension of sanctions. 

22. In considering the recommendations of the Commonwealth 
Sanctions Committee, and authorising the Committee to continue its work, 
Heads of Government emphasised the importance of taking immediate 
practical steps to assist an independent Mozambique in applying sanctions 
since the great bulk of Rhodesia's exports and imports is dependent on 
Mozambique 's  transit facilities. They were unanimously in favour of 
providing immediate financial assistance to the new Government of 
Mozambiqué. They also endcresed the recommendation that an initiative 
should be taken by Commonwealth Governments at the United Nations to 
establish a programme of assistance for Mozambique in terms of 
Articles 49 and 50 of the Charter. 

23, 	Heads of Government were deeply concerned that South Africa 
continues to occupy Namibia illegally in total disregard of the resolutions 
of the General Assembly and the Security Council and the Advisory 
Opinion of the International Court of Justice of June 1971, and in defiance 
of world opinion. Reaffirming that the fragmentation of Namibia was 
unacceptable, they recalled the obligation of the international conununity 
to maintain the terz-itotial integrity of the territory and the right of its 
people to self-determination and independence. 

24. The Meeting looluad forward to the tune  when the goirernment and 
people of Namibia might be welcomed into the Commonwealth, if that were 
their wish. 

25. Heads of Government reaffirmed their total and tmequivocal 
condemnation of apartheid and all forms of racialism. They welcomed the 
British Govertunent's decision to comply strictly with the United Nations 
embargo on the sale of arms to South Africa and to termin.ate the 
Simonstown Agreement. They condemned the violation of the embargo by 
those countries which continue to supply arms to South Africa or enable 
them to be manufactured in that country. Noting the alarming increase in 
South Africa's defence expenditure, Heads of Government expressed their 
concern that this military build-up was bound to increase tension in an 
area already plagued by dangerous conflict. Heads of Government also 
agreed t,o maintain and intensify effective pressure on South Africa in the 
struggle for the elimination of apartheid. 

26; • Heads of Government reiterated their support for humanitarian 
assistance to the indigenous people of Southern Africa in their efforts to 
achieve self-determination and independence. Several Heads of 
Govenunent described their contribution to various bilateral and multilateral 
programmes and indicated their intention to increase such assistance. The 
Meeting also noted with approval the development of the Special Common-
wealth Programme for Assis s" the Education of Rhodesian Africans and 
indicated their desire to ex  s. • this Progranune to meet new ,and urgent 
needs. In particular, Heads of Government recognised the importance of 
extending the variety of education and training opportunities available to 


